89,675
Total pounds of garbage removed
June’s trash haul represents a +15% change from July 2022

21,740
Total cleaning tasks completed

- 6,670 Sweeping Tasks 30.5%
- 4,938 Hazardous Tasks 22.6%
- 7,081 Trash Bag & Pickup Tasks 32.4%
- 603 Landscaping Tasks 2.8%
- 920 Graffiti Tasks 4.2%
- 1,065 Bulk Removal 4.9%
- 207 Other 1%

160 Big Belly
102 SF 311 Outbound
65 Dog Stations
53 Tree Planting
49 Hanging Baskets
38 Pressure Washer
30 Street Sweeper
This map shows all areas SOMA’s cleaning team covered during the month, even where no cleaning was needed.

Major Task Timelines

Trash Bag Pickup

On average, trash bags were picked up in 57 minutes on average.
99%+ of cleaning tasks were created by SOMA West.

<1% of tasks were inbound from SF311.

Trash activity is excluded.

Task Trends

Task activity increased 15% month-over-month from July.
Employee of the Month

Bryan Alexander

August 2022's employee of the month is Bryan Alexander! Bryan is fairly new to SOMA West CBD, and came to us through a referral from another ambassador. He joined the team about three months ago and has been a solid, dependable team member. In the last month, however, he has gone above and beyond, claiming our leaderboard several times throughout the month, and having several SOMA business owners call our office to praise and thank him for his hard work and attention to detail.

Bryan's August 2022 service map
Total Power Washing Tasks Completed Daily

53
Total cleaning tasks completed
85
Total Outreach cases addressed

Monthly Encampment Map

Here, we're highlighting encampment counts & trends throughout the district.

This map shows 3,761 total tent counts, an average of 121 per day.